# Request to Add/Drop a MINOR

Fill out the form with the information requested and necessary signatures.

| Current Major: ____________________ | Current Catalog ____________ |
| I wish to: **ADD** a minor in _______________ or **DROP** a minor in _______________ |
| Addition of a Double Minor? _____ | Deletion of a Double Minor? _____ |

_Majors and minors must be from the same catalog. If you are changing catalogs, you will also need to complete the “change of catalog” form._

Advisor signature: ________________________________

New Minor Department Head Signature: ______________________________

I have read the catalog and understand the requirements for the new minor for which I am registering. I will schedule a meeting with the head of the department of my new minor within two weeks to review those requirements and establish an academic plan.

Student Signature ________________________________ Date ______________

_Completed forms must be left with Lisa Konkel (MRC 333) or the Student Help Office (MRC 337)._